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Abstract 
 

In this paper, an online character segmentation 
method for unconstrained strings is proposed. To 
recognize unconstrained-expression strings such as 
those in phrases and informal notations, we designed 
physical features of segmented patterns, in particular, 
off-stroke features. Segmented-pattern likelihood was 
also defined from these features using a probabilistic 
model. Evaluations using a digital pen system showed 
that the character segmentation rates were 97.8%, 
91.7%, and 75.6% of numerals, Japanese characters, 
and all characters (numerals, alphabets, symbols, and 
Japanese characters), respectively. 

 

Keywords: character segmentation, online recognition, 
box-free recognition, off-stroke feature, digital pen. 

1. Introduction 
Paper is one of the most familiar media to people and 

has many advantages, such as being easy to read and 
write on. It is thus still widely used, even in today’s 
information society. For example, when an end user 
wants to use services at government offices, banks, or 
other such offices, he/she hands an application form to 
an employee in the appropriate section, and that 
employee then initiates the application processes 
according to the information on the forms. We define the 
sequences of all these processes between filling in forms 
and starting the task as “data entry.” Many data entry 
systems using pen and paper have been applied to 
business tasks, such as notifications to government 
offices, remittances at banks, insurance applications, 
patient-record updates in hospitals, maintenance records 
for utilities services, and inventory management in 
warehouses. 

Online data entry systems such as a digital pen 
system [1] [2] have been introduced, and with them, 
temporal information can be used. To improve user 
convenience, the rate of forms that are free of boxes that 
have to be filled in (“writing-box-free”) is increasing 
more and more. However, a system capable of 
recognizing not only constrained strings such as 

addresses and names, but also unconstrained strings such 
as phrases and informal notations is needed. 

Most writing-box-free recognition systems need a 
character segmentation process that can determine 
correct segmented patterns from an input string. In 
general, the character segmentation process is as follows. 

 
(1) Pre-segmentation: each character candidate 

pattern (segmented pattern) from an input string 
is segmented; this hypothesis is output as a 
segmentation graph. 

(2) Feature extraction: feature vectors are extracted 
from each segmented pattern. 

(3) Calculating segmented-pattern likelihood: 
segmented-pattern likelihood is calculated from 
segmented-pattern features. 

(4) Searching a segmentation path: a path is found 
on the segmentation graph in which the sum of 
segmented-pattern likelihood has the best value. 

 
In the pre-segmentation step, the segmentation 

position may not be uniquely decided using physical 
information. Thus, multiple segmented-pattern 
candidates are created in the pre-segmentation step and 
obtained as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which is 
called a “segmentation graph.” Figure 1 shows an 
example of such a segmentation graph for a text line. 
Every segmented pattern in the segmentation graph is 
tagged with a segmented-pattern likelihood, which 
indicates whether that pattern seems to have been 
correctly segmented. 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of segmentation graph. 



  
 

 

 
Here, there are mainly three types of information for 

using character segmentation, as follows. 
 
(1) Physical information: geometric and temporal 

features such as width/height of segmented 
patterns and writing time of segmented pattern. 

(2) Statistical information: co-occurrence frequency 
of concatenated characters, n-gram probability, 
and so on. 

(3) Linguistic information: using a language model 
or a morphological analysis, etc. 

 
For an example of using physical information, one 

method  [3] uses eight shape features. This method can 
evaluate the character pattern candidates by linear 
transformation of their feature vectors. 

An example of using statistical information is a 
method  [4] that uses the transition probability of two 
characters (bi-gram probability). This method also uses 
physical information. 

An example of using linguistic information is a 
method  [5] using a TRIE-structure to obtain the 
expression knowledge. Another example is using a 
recursive transition network (RTN)  [6]. These methods 
can permit character-classification failure and character-
segmentation failure. 

In general, statistical and linguistic information are 
useful for constrained string segmentation. However, 
these types of information cannot be applied or are 
incorrect with unconstrained string segmentation. Thus, 
for unconstrained string segmentation, it is important to 
use physical information. Even if for constrained string 
segmentation, physical information is used as a basic 
factor for statistical and linguistic approaches. 

Some previously proposed methods  [3] and  [4] use 
physical information such as the width/height of 
segmented patterns, the aspect rate of segmented 
patterns, gaps between segmented patterns, etc. The gap 
between segmented patterns is an especially useful 
feature. If all the pitches between characters in a string 
are wide enough, such strings can be segmented using 
only the gaps. However, when pitches are narrow, or 
likewise, some characters are touching, a string cannot 
be segmented correctly using only traditional features. 

Therefore, we focused on the features of the off-
stroke. Even if some characters are touching, the 
distance and the time period of the off-stroke between 
the last stroke of the previous character and the first 
stroke of the next character should both be bigger than 
those of the off-strokes that occur within characters. 

Consequently, we propose new off-stroke features. 
Segmented-pattern likelihood combined with these new 
features and traditional features by using a probabilistic 
model is also proposed. This paper reports our character 
segmentation method and its evaluation tests. 

 

2. Proposed Method 

2.1. Pre-segmentation 
Strings are usually filled in from left to right. In this 

case, if each segmented pattern is segmented according 
to the stroke order, the segmented pattern can be 
correctly determined. With touching characters, it is only 
necessary to segment according to stroke order. 
However, a user sometimes inserts additional characters 
between previously written characters. In this case, using 
the stroke order only would not work because any added 
characters would be regarded as the characters at the end 
of the string. Thus, it is important to utilize not only 
temporal information, but also geometrical information. 

The digital pen can obtain three variables ( )iii tyx ,,  
of sampling point ip : (1) x-axis; (2) y-axis; and (3) 
writing time. A criterion for merging strokes is 
calculated from these variables, and the segmented 
pattern is created according to the criterion. We focused 
on linearly located characters, and a linear sum function 
of the sampling point was defined as: 

 ( ) iiiiii twywxwwtyxf 3210,, +++= . (1) 

 
This function converts three variables to the criterion. 
Here, variables of a whole stroke ( )tyx ,,  were 

defined as variables of a sampling point that had the 
smallest f  of all sampling points. Thus, the linear sum 
function of a stroke was defined as follows. 

 ( ) ( )( )iii tyxftyxf ,,min,, = . (2) 

2.2. Segmented-pattern feature extraction 
We designed 25 features for segmented patterns. 

These include the geometrical and temporal features 
such as the width/height of the segmented pattern, the 
aspect rate of the segmented pattern, and the writing 
time of the segmented pattern (Table 1). 

In this section, we explain in detail our proposed 
features, the off-stroke features within segmented 
patterns and between segmented patterns. 

Table 1. List of segmented-pattern features. 

# Segmented-pattern features No.
A Shape features of segmented pattern 6
B Position features of segmented pattern 4
C Gap features within segmented pattern and

between segmented patterns 
3

D Length of strokes 1
R Character classification results 1
F Off-stroke features within segmented pattern 2
G Off-stroke features between segmented patterns 8

 



  
 

 

2.2.1. Off-stroke features within segmented pattern 

The digital pen we used can capture the time period 
used to write strokes and the writing order of strokes. 
Therefore, off-stroke information can be obtained from 
the last sampling point of the previous stroke and the 
first sampling point of the next stroke. 

Both the distance and time of off-strokes within a 
correct segmented pattern have a relatively small value. 
Using this property, we defined two segmented-pattern 
features (Table 2). Here, eW  is the estimation of the 
width of a correct segmented pattern and is defined as 

⋅= 75.0eW {the maximum width of segmented pattern in 
a string}. N  is the number of strokes in a segmented 
pattern. The other parameters are described in Figure 2. 
 

2.2.2. Off-stroke features between segmented-
patterns 

Both the distance and time of off-strokes between 
segmented patterns have a relatively large value if the 
patterns are correct. Here, when a focused segmented 
pattern is correct, two off-strokes, from the preceding 
stroke to the current stroke, and from the current stroke 
to the succeeding stroke, are both correct. In most 
correct off-strokes between segmented patterns, their 
start points may be located in the bottom/right position, 
and their end points may be located in the top/left 
position because the start points of characters are mainly 
in the top/left side of the pattern, and the end points in 
the bottom/right position. Thus, we think that the angle 
of the off-stroke between segmented patterns is one of 
the most important factors. Using this property, we 
defined eight segmented-pattern features (Table 3). 

 
 
 

Table 2. List of off-stroke features within segmented-
pattern. 

# Definitions 

F1 

Average distance of off-strokes within 
segmented pattern: 

e

N

i
iiii

W

StartYEndYStartXEndX
N ∑= −− −+−

1

2
1

2
1 )()(1

  

F2 

Average time of off-strokes within segmented
pattern: 

∑
=

−−
N

i
ii EndTimeStartTime

N 1
1)(1

  
 
 

),,( iii StartTimeStartYStartX

),,( 111 −−− iii EndTimeEndYEndX

),,( iii StartTimeStartYStartX

),,( 111 −−− iii EndTimeEndYEndX

 

Figure 2. Parameters for calculation of pattern 
features. 

 

Table 3. List of off-stroke features between 
segmented patterns. 

# Definitions 

G1

Distance of off-stroke from preceding stroke 
to current stroke: 

e

prepre

W

StartYEndYStartXEndX 22 )()( −+−

 

G2
Time of off-stroke from preceding stroke to 
current stroke: 

preEndTimeStartTime −  

G3

Sine of the angle of off-stroke from preceding
stroke to current stroke: 

22 )()( prepre

pre

EndYStartYEndXStartX

EndYStartY

−+−

−

 

G4

Cosine of the angle of off-stroke from 
preceding stroke to current stroke: 

22 )()( prepre

pre

EndYStartYEndXStartX

EndXStartX

−+−

−

 

G5

Distance of the off-stroke from current 
stroke to succeeding stroke: 

e

sucsuc

W

EndYStartYEndXStartX 22 )()( −+−

 

G6
Time of the off-stroke from current stroke to 
succeeding stroke: 

EndTimeStartTimesuc −  

G7

Sine of the angle of off-stroke from current 
stroke to succeeding stroke: 

22 )()( EndYStartYEndXStartX

EndYStartY

sucsuc

suc

−+−

−

 

G8

Cosine of the angle of off-stroke from current 
stroke to succeeding stroke: 

22 )()( EndYStartYEndXStartX

EndXStartX

sucsuc

suc

−+−

−

 
 
 
 
 



  
 

 

2.3. Segmented-pattern likelihood calculation 
In this paper, we suppose that each feature 

distribution fits a normal distribution. Segmented-pattern 
likelihood can be calculated from means and variances 
of features using a probabilistic model. 

Let μ  be a mean of a feature and 2σ  be a variance. 
Then the probability of x  is ),|( 2σμxP . Let ix  be the i-
th feature of a segmented-pattern. Here, the i-th feature’s 
segmented-pattern likelihood iL  is as follows, 

),|(log 2
iiii xPL σμ=  

 2

2
2

2
)()2log(

2
1

i

ii
i

x
σ
μπσ −

−−= . (3) 

We defined segmented-pattern likelihood as the sum 
of the likelihood of all features: 

 ∑= iLL . (4) 

2.4. Searching for a segmentation path 
This step finds a path from the starting node to the 

ending node on the segmentation graph in which the sum 
of segmented-pattern likelihood is the best value. We 
applied dynamic programming (DP) to this step, as 
reported elsewhere [7] [8] [9]. Here, the i-th node’s score 
is defined as: 

 
{ }

{ }ikk
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i LSS
ik

,
,

max += . (5) 
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{ }4,334,224 ,max LSLSS ++=

 

Figure 3. Example of node score. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Evaluation of the pre-segmentation 
First, we collected 2,662 samples using digital pens 

for the evaluation of our pre-segmentation method. 
These samples consisted of several kinds of characters 
including numerals, letters, symbols, and Japanese 
characters. There were 98 participants. 

Using our pre-segmentation method, we obtained the 
segmentation results and checked visually to determine 
if there was a correct segmented pattern in the results. 
Table 4 shows this evaluation result.  

The accuracy of the pre-segmentation was 100%.  
Samples with touching characters were segmented 
correctly. 

However, more than 95 samples (3.4%) had mistakes, 
for example, a wrong character with a double line as a 
correction mark. In that case, our pre-segmentation 
method was not able to segment characters correctly 
because of extra strokes. These samples were excluded 
from the evaluation in this paper. From a practical point 
of view, a correction mark recognition function is 
necessary in the future. 

Table 4. Evaluation result of pre-segmentation. 

Correct Error 
100% (2,662) 0% ( 0)

3.2. Evaluation of the character segmentation 
The samples for character segmentation were 

collected using digital pens from 387 people. We 
divided the collected samples into two data equally, for 
learning and evaluation. Table 5 gives details of the 
sample sets for evaluation. Using the learning sample 
sets, we pursued each mean and variance of segmented 
pattern feature. 

The evaluation results are listed in Table 6. For 
string-based evaluation, if even one segmented pattern in 
the path was not a correct pattern, the string was counted 
as a failure. 

Evaluation results showed that the character-based 
character segmentation rates were 97.8%, 91.7%, and 
75.6% of numerals, Japanese characters, and all 
characters, respectively. 

Figure 4 shows examples of correct segmentation 
samples. Samples such as (a) and (b) have little character 
spacing; other samples such as (c), (d), and (e) have 
touching characters. Samples (f), (g), and (h) have 
different font sizes and/or big gaps within characters. 
Our proposed method was able to segment these samples 
correctly. For example, sample (e) has two pairs of 
touching characters, ‘ ’ and ‘ ’, and ‘ ’ and ‘ ’. 
In this case, our proposed method segmented them 
correctly. Moreover, the character ‘ ’ which has wide 
internal gaps was also segmented correctly. 

 
However, some samples were segmented incorrectly; 

these are shown in Figure 5. There were mainly five 
types of failure: (a) an over-segmented pattern; (b) over-
merged pattern; (c) character classification failure; (d) 
small character mismerge; and (e) a mixture of character 
sizes. 

 For example, in sample (a1), ‘5’ is over-segmented 
because of the wide internal gap in the ‘5.’ This is 
especially likely to occur when an internal gap in the 
character widens, because internal gaps in numerals 
rarely exist. 

In addition, the failures in the over-segmented and 
over-merged patterns, such as in (a2), (b1), and (b2), 
sometimes occur in strings consisting of different 
character sizes, like a mixture of Kanji characters and 
numerals. This is because the average pattern size in the 
string is different from the size of the Kanji characters 



  
 

 

and the numerals. For instance, (b2) contains many 
Kanji characters; thus the average pattern size is bigger 
than the Hiragana characters (e.g., enclosed in boxes). In 
this case, the occurrence of over-merged patterns is 
slightly higher. 

In the case of (c), when a correct pattern is rejected 
by character classification, character segmentation tends 
to result in a mistake due to the use of the character 
classification results as the pattern feature. 

The case of (d) is a special type of over-merged 
failures. Small characters such as commas and hyphens 
are sometimes mismerged with neighboring characters. 

The case of (e) is a failure according to mixture of 
character sizes. In general, the width of Kanji characters 
is several times as large as the width of numerals and 
letters. Thus occurrence of numerals/letters over-merged 
or Kanji characters over-segmented is higher, in this 
case. To improve such failures, we should use for the 
feature normalization not only global information but 
also local information such a mean within a short range. 

 
Table 7 lists the comparative experiments of the 

character segmentation methods using physical 
information. The top line in shows the result of the 
method using physical features described by Senda, et al. 
 [3]. The result of the second line is from the method 
using physical features described by Fukushima and 
Nakagawa  [4]. 

From these results, we confirmed that our designed 
off-stroke features are effective information for character 
segmentation. 

Table 5. Sample sets for character segmentation 
evaluation. 

Set No. of 
char. 

No. 
of str. 

Char. 
/str. String properties 

Set_N 20,588 2,077 9.9 Numerals, hyphens and 
commas only. 

Set_K 1,789 189 9.5 Japanese characters only.

Set_M 50,371 3,580 14.0 
All characters: numerals, 
alphabets, symbols, and 
Japanese characters. 

Table 6. Evaluation results of character 
segmentation. 

Set Character based String based 
Set_N 97.8% (20,143) 88.0% ( 1,827)
Set_K 92.3% ( 1,652) 71.4% (   135)
Set_M 75.6% (38,065) 20.6% (   736)
All sets 82.3% (59,860) 46.2% ( 2,698)

Table 7. Comparative experiments using all sets. 

Method Character-based String-based
Using features from  [3] 69.1% 23.0%
Using features from  [4] 53.4% 15.4%

Proposed method 82.3% 46.2%
 

4. Conclusion 
We developed an online character segmentation 

method for box-free strings. To recognize strings of 
unconstrained expressions such as phrases and informal 
notations, we designed physical features of segmented 
patterns, notably off-stroke features. Segmented-pattern 
likelihood was also defined from these features using a 
probabilistic model. Evaluations using a digital pen 
system showed that the respective character 
segmentation rates were 97.8%, 91.7%, and 75.6% for 
numerals, Japanese characters, and all characters 
(numerals, alphabets, symbols, and Japanese characters). 
Moreover, from the comparative experiments, we 
confirmed that our designed off-stroke features are 
effective information for character segmentation. 
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Figure 4. Examples of correct segmentation 
samples. 
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(e)    

Figure 5. Examples of segmentation samples with 
errors. 
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